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Mr. Duane Wiles
FIU Alumni Association
Associate Vice President & Executive Director
Dear Mr. Wiles,
I had an unfortunate experience while at FIU (MS Environmental Sciences, 2003), with an
outside advisor who secured some grant money. He introduced himself at a manatee related
meeting at MDC DERM in or about the year 2000. I agreed then, with little information, to help
with his research. I met with him a few times after that for data collection of this boater
information. This person (Richard Flamm, FWS, Tampa) should have been vetted prior to
working with students. I did get him all his data (over 12,000 boat entries and related data) but
not his brief paper; I felt my senior advisor Joel Heinen had some problem with him. Regardless
if that is correct or not, I wish I had never met Flamm. I have offered any reasonable
compensation in several letters in those regards, but have heard nothing back. Joel Heinen,
Hugh Gladwin (FIU IPOR Director) and I had reached out to Flamm about 2011 and Flamm said
he was not interested in any further write-up because the study area had two manatee speed
zones, not one. (Flamm had known about the site since the data collection began.) Flamm also
declined any other write-up saying the data was too old.
It would appear, in hindsight, that Flamm is more nefarious than the friendly persona he
projects. He has apparently been angry about this ‘paper’ since 2003, and I believe people have
been killed, including a family friend in nearby Bradenton and her brother in South Carolina
(discussed more in the 40-pages referenced below, that the FIU Student Ombudsman office also
has). Also, at least two doctors whose practices were large, and unaffiliated with the University
of Miami (UM) suspiciously died (more below). As brief background, I worked for UM reporting
cancer data to the State and was fired on 6.12.17, after 12 years, for reporting a threat by my
boss on my evaluation response for 2016 (it was a good evaluation). I had reported multiple
instances of cancer data manipulations, in violation of State law. I believe UM, the State (FWS
and FL DOH), the FBI, and Miami-Dade County (MDC) have all been aware of and involved in
this hell, which is still ongoing. I am still pursuing due process and justice for individuals
harmed, for America, Our Constitution, and Republic, Of, By, and For The People.
Because of family history, I see several doctors for follow-ups. One very recently deceased
doctor, Dr. Manuel Torres-Salichs (breast surgeon) was asked by UM to join their practice
apparently for about a year prior to his death, since about the time I left Dr. Giron (Baptist) to
be seen at his practice. Salichs continued to refuse UM’s offer. Giron (a UM grad), it seemed,
was sharing my personal information as well as family health information to UM (and/or the
County, State, etc.) and I was not, obviously, comfortable with her. With the little information I
know regarding Salichs’ death, including timing, it is concerning, and very possibly murder by a
radioactive element in drink, or some other carcinogen, leading to (I believe bladder) cancer.
Whatever the cause, it is quite suspicious to me and to those who knew him better than I.

As related background, a few years ago, after a threat in early 2016 by my UM manager that
something malicious happened at a surgery I had up North (this is the threat I was later fired for
reporting), I went back up North for exams and continued to follow-up upon return here. (I was
not comfortable having that preventative surgery here, for obvious reasons.) I had reported this
threat at the time to UM’s President Frenk and the Joint Commission regarding both UM and
the hospital up North. Locally, I had a follow-up appointment with Dr. Manuel Penalver (gyn,
Coral Gables). Upon a return appointment to him, an ultrasound supposedly viewed a bladder
lesion. Work-up and cystoscopy (with a different doctor) found nothing concerning. Dr.
Penalver graduated UM Medical and is currently Chair of his FIU faculty department. After that,
I went to Dr. Joyce Miller’s gyn practice. She received her undergrad degree from UM. It
appears she is also affiliated with Femwell, which is downstairs from Torres-Salichs’ practice.
Salichs referred many of his patients to Femwell. I had my breast exams at Femwell for years.
Last year I had an MRI at Femwell and the technician did not put pressure on the needle
puncture after pulling the contrast needle; she did not say anything to me, and blood spewed
all over my arm and copiously onto my sleeve, as I had quickly put my shirt on and did not
initially notice the bleed. I went upstairs and told (referring) Dr. Salichs’ secretary what had
happened. She said Dr. Salichs wants to know about anything like that occurring and she would
let him know. Since his passing, a new doctor has been hired to take over Salichs’ practice,
which will now be under Femwell’s management. This new doctor has agreed to work with UM.
A similar type of incident occurred at my last (ever) visit to UM’s Bascom Palmer Eye Institute a
few years ago. A few minutes after the technician put drops in my eyes she asked me if it was
“stinging”. Fortunately, it never did, and it is never supposed to. That, I believe, was deliberate
harassment, if not a threat. Also, my first breast MRI I had was at UM (as an employee, per
insurance agreement). At that time the nurse inserted the saline too quickly (I believe
deliberately), my hand painfully swelled, and she had to change the needle to the other hand.
More recently I saw Dr. Joyce Miller for my yearly check-up and ultrasound, and she said there
was a small nodule in my cervix and scheduled me for a scoping procedure. I went for another
opinion and ultrasounds and nothing concerning was seen.
The other doctor I wanted to mention, Dr. Cosmides, was a long-time dermatologist in Coral
Gables. He was my doctor, and a wonderful person. They called him a ‘doctor’s doctor’. He was
a sole practitioner, and not affiliated with UM. He had a large and distinguished practice. On
the eve of his death, everyone knew he was going to a particular Greek restaurant for his 30 th
wedding anniversary. The next morning he woke up feeling ill, went back to sleep, and never
woke up. This was likely murder using a high-level, supposedly secured biologic. He was very
healthy and had a negative partial autopsy. The doctors who took over his practice are affiliated
with UM. More recently I found out that my dentist, Dr. Glatstein had passed away. He had the
flu, but everyone was surprised at his death while hospitalized. The date and circumstances are
concerning as well. OTHER deaths (than those mentioned here) I reported in the 40-page court
submitted document. Many of these deaths are on birthdates of people I know and am close
to. My listings here, on my website, and in the 40 pages, are NOT inclusive; there are other
suspicious illnesses and deaths.
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This horror escalated AFTER the State completed their investigation of UM a few years ago
(these cancer data manipulation complaints in violation of State law went up to the FL DOH
OIG, more below). I have much documentation submitted to governmental overseeing agencies
as well as at my website ourconstitrution.info. Flamm (and likely some at UM, State, MDC, FBI)
appear to feel they are entitled to take the law into their own hands. Certainly, UM also feels
they should be entitled to do whatever they want, including illegally and unethically, without
repercussion. It seems this horror I have documented was sanctioned and/or allowed to
continue at the highest of levels – Senator Rubio knew about my concerns and did nothing. I
had emailed President Obama (and Rubio), specifically regarding the murder of Joan M (see
website Home page), with no response. Rubio is the recipient of large amounts of money from
a very wealthy Jewish benefactor of UM, Norman Braman. Flamm, and many administrators at
UM, and many entities I reported my concerns to throughout the State, are Jewish (as am I).
See more names at Home page (Complaint to State, AG, CIG, AHCA).
There are good and bad people in all groups, and there are probably more regional and global
conflicts in the World due to religion, than anything else. While initially working with Flamm in
2000 or so, he had asked me if I was Jewish, which I felt was an inappropriate question in this
situation; I strongly believe in the separation of church and state. I answered yes, and he told
me that he also was Jewish. Our other conversations mainly focused on this research work and
data collections. A few other details are documented in the letter below. Of course, with my
concerns, I should not and do not at all feel comfortable further communicating with him, and
in fact feel he should be investigated, and perhaps in prison (along with many at UM, maybe
the State, County, and FBI). UM’s Susanna Arias Morales told me pointedly that she had a
relative in the FBI – I never received the first return call from them.
I feel bad that Flamm and some of these others I’ve referenced are Jewish – I was taught that
Jews should be representatives of society, people others look up to, and kind personalities as
well. For those Jews, and everyone, in the police and criminal justice fields, etc., it is even more
important that they do their job beyond reproach. I don't know how Flamm is even working for
the government, but the Constitution does not seem to matter to him (or UM, the State,
County, and some in the FBI). I am proudly Jewish, but as an American, believe in and uphold
the US Constitution. I believe Flamm (and any/all of the other Jews referenced) may have
greater allegiance to Israel, and may be an operative in those regards? An ADL representative
told me they do not condone any form of radicalism. That may be true, at least as far as that
person knew. Flamm could be a Kahanist/JDL or Mossad contact. That is likely treasonous, but
Flamm and the other co-conspirators and collusionists I have mentioned are indeed acting with
such impunity… Why are they so protected? Something awful is going on… Flamm should not
be working with students, and I want nothing to do with him, as I am sure you can understand. I
would also say the same about the individuals colluding and conspiring in these regards, in this
case from UM, the State, the FBI, and MDC.
It was horrid that I was allowed to be in this situation, and that Flamm was allowed to ‘carry-on’
with this ‘recruiting’ of students, for what reason I am not sure exactly. He has an office at FWS
in Tampa, and is not an academician. He did go to Texas A&M, which has been known to be a
CIA hub. Perhaps he is operating in that capacity? What I am reporting is clearly ‘radical’,
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regardless of the etiology. I firmly believe the CIA should be OUT of our schools (FBI as well if
they’re there), but for job fairs and teaching as retirees, with full disclosure. I do believe there
needs to be a separate, new entity dedicated solely to monitoring foreign agents on campuses.
As mentioned, I am also a fired whistleblower from UM, which, at one point, if not still, was the
second largest CIA hub to Langley. At UM I reported cancer data manipulations in violation of
State law, and do believe UM is involved in this high-level retaliation. The retaliation escalated
after the State finished its review of UM (stating that UM employees are not State employees).
At my website ourconstitution.info, Home page, I have links to two of my UM complaints, the
Joint Commission, and OIG HHS in DC. The State overseeing Tumor Registry is located at UM’s
medical campus, and UM hires and fires those employees, hence overseeing its own data. My
(then) manager’s wife, Meg Herna, is a high-level employee at that Registry, the Florida Cancer
Data System (FCDS).
As this horror has escalated years after I last saw Flamm for the research, I tend to believe that
UM and the State are involved, perhaps as major instigators along with Susan Markley, whom I
believe is also Jewish. She was chairing the DERM meeting when I met Flamm. She likely told
him I was Jewish, and so he actually knew that prior to 'recruiting' me. (I hardly knew Markley
but assume she realized I was Jewish, from my name, general knowledge, etc.) Markley may be
radical -- it would appear so – in one form or another. She is a UM grad. I believe UM is as
dangerous or more so than Flamm, and may be just as radical, if not more. UM is private, has a
lot of money, and is known to have many Jewish employees and backers. Besides Norman
Braman, who I mentioned above, an elderly Jewish lady, Anne Adelman, worked in my UM
department for years and would often, vulgarly and beratingly, tell me to “go to Temple”. She
was/is apparently extremely wealthy and was/is, apparently, having a long-term affair with one
of the elderly, married, senior level UM MD administrators. I believe all of these circumstances
make UM my primary concern in the fomenting of my situation with Flamm into further
retaliation and horror, particularly after I reported UM to the State for the cancer data
manipulations and further retaliation. When Stuart Herna, my UM manager threatened me, he
said that I had, “complained about a lot of people”. Herna is not Jewish, and I am sure the
orders came from above him, regardless. Jews and non-Jews are involved in this hell. As
mentioned, Susanna Arias Morales, a UM lead worker told me pointedly that she had a relative
in the FBI – I never received the first returned call from them. Herna and Morales I am quite
sure are both knowledgeable about this retaliation (including killings), and likely could be
criminally charged. I am sure they have not had the first interview or investigation of their calls,
emails, etc. in regards to these very serious complaints, despite my years of documentation and
reporting. UM is a powerful, evil protector …
UM seems to indeed feel that they are above the law, and as mentioned, you can see my Joint
Commission submitted documentation (and FWS, FIU, etc.) at my website (Home page). I was
fired on 6.12.17, within two weeks of signing off on my 2016 evaluation. This was after 12 years
there, and after a good evaluation and approximately $10,000 raise. I had reported a threat by
my manager in that evaluation response (I had also reported it when it happened, in 2016). I
have been using the term Medical-Military Industrial, and as Trump told O'Reilly, we do have "a
lot of killers" (video at my Links page), in and out of hospitals. If you go to my site please also
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see the link (Home page) to the "Murder of Joan M". This death was a month or so after I
reported UM to the Joint Commission. Joan was a patient of UM’s, who I knew very well. She
was killed in a nearby hospital; she was not at all imminently, mortally, or lethally ill. The
morbid, hacked emails that time-lined her death and details of her in illegal restraints are also
there.
See also the Medical-Military page under Home. There's even much more horror...
Scarily as well, this is being covered-up by overseeing agencies, and Jewish people and groups
that know about this. UM is blacklisting me from work and defaming me as well. Many are
seeming to agree with such hell, or I think more likely, are just too fearful to speak up. UM
appears to be much more powerful than any university should be, especially for all the wrong
reasons. Patients, and everyone, need much more protection – including options of recording
cameras everywhere in medical facilities, real-time monitoring of ingested and injected
biologics and chemicals, tumor markers and other labs available to patients without MD
approval, and by using a pseudonym (for non-communicable illness), if requested. My tumor
markers and lab work have been deliberately falsified and altered, with virtually impossible
results, as well as visit documentation verified as false by the lab technician. I have no doubt
that in the public, tumor markers are falsified so that by the time one knows of disease
progression or diagnosis, it is too late for a cure (a way to kill), and the treatment is then more
costly (i.e. more lucrative). The medical industry has far too much power for their own good, as
well as the people’s. We have begun that steep and treacherous descent.
As mentioned, I agreed to help with Flamm's data collection at the initial DERM meeting I had
met him at, not knowing him (still don't), and not fully understanding the details of the project.
He wanted a paper, and I like to write, and said ok. I thought it could be a paper on whatever I
wanted regarding the research. I did do a thesis focusing on my sociological interest and IPOR
phone survey on boaters and manatees, data Flamm also received.
It is unconscionable to me that any organization can know of, and/or participate in such horror
as I am describing, under any circumstances. There are legal means in America whereby we
handle such complaints, it is called our legal system (and Constitution), or even a phone call or
email as clarification is routine. The State has plenty of available resources to do so, and one
must be very concerned that THEY opted to, likely along with UM, MDC, and very likely the FBI,
go ‘rogue’. If people in such responsible positions in this Country don’t believe in due process,
and/or that ‘no one is above the law – or beneath it’ – they should get in another line of work,
or maybe leave? Many of those involved, or with knowledge, should be in prison. They are
scarily, lethally, and unconstitutionally, affecting other people’s lives and society in general.
Moreover, after all the work I did on the research, but yet never heard from Flamm - I assumed
there was indeed some conflict between my professor and him.
I look at kindness and understanding as important traits; Flamm’s ability to help with grant
money was incidental, much less important to me, and again, I wish I had never met him. I
would have still continued with my studies and degree. I am glad to give whatever amount is
fair, back, but would have much more appreciated that he had not facilitated and/or been a
part of this hell to begin with, and that he never even began ‘recruiting’ me, or anyone. It would
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seem Flamm and I are very different people, and have very different values. He did get all the
data, and I do see this as being something UM, the State, County, and possibly FBI have taken
advantage of to foment this horrid hostility, which I believe is retaliation for my reporting
cancer data manipulations in violation of State law. As I said, things escalated after the State
DOH OIG finished their ‘investigation’ of UM. Regardless, it is all illegal and unconstitutional.
I have written numerous State entities and lawmakers requesting that anyone working with
students be vetted, and abide by the US Constitution. I have also requested that the CIA is OUT
of our schools; they are known to have hubs at several universities. I am glad to forward you
these documents upon request, along with the 40-page court submitted paper referred to
below and at my website. I am glad to answer any further questions in those or any regards. I
believe the CIA and FBI, and all the Intel agencies, must be reviewed and revised, or sunsetted.
They certainly need valid, reliable, and verifiable oversight should they continue on. As
mentioned, in whatever form these agencies continue to exist, I believe they should only be in
schools for job fairs and as retired teachers, with full disclosure. A new, unique entity should be
developed for the sole purpose of monitoring for foreign agents in schools.
In more recent years, Ronnie Austin at the FL FWS OIG had asked me how well I knew Flamm;
he inferred he thought that I knew him very well. I told him I didn't really know him at all. The
few times Flamm was here the conversation was mostly regarding the data and project. I do not
know him to speak of at all. It is horrid that I was allowed to be put in this situation -- both by
the State, which apparently does "know him", and yet allows him to reach out to numerous
students, and by FIU (and the State again), not requiring vetting of outside entities (although
now perhaps they do). Ronnie Austin had also asked me, “Don’t you think he [Flamm] was mad
at you?” I was incredulous, and don’t recall what, if anything, I replied. Is he saying that killing
people, or any of the other horrors I mention here, would then be justified??
Maybe most of this horror has been instigated by UM and their State contacts, but it seems
Flamm and FWS (well, they are State…) clearly know what is going on. Flamm even showed up
as I was handing out my Constitutions here (Miami) on October 15, 2017… from Tampa… not
saying a word as he walked by my table at a local market… very concerning behavior. That was
the same day, and around the same time, that world-wide renowned botanist and wonderful
humanitarian, Larry Schokman, had a heart attack and passed at his home a few miles away. I
knew him from several clubs and gardens we both frequented; a very decent, kind person.
Flamm seemed nice enough initially, but there is clearly, and evidently, a much darker side, that
students should not have any risk of exposure to. If he does not follow the laws and
Constitution, or looks the other way when others don’t abide by them, he should not be
working with students (or in government/positions of authority). As we know, students like to
be helpful when asked, and usually can use extra funding. I, and I think all students, prefer to
work with someone genuinely kind, compassionate, ethical, and understanding, without
political, religious, or other motives and agendas, and regardless of financial incentive.
Please see my further concerns in this email below, and my request in that letter to begin some
type of inter-school communications throughout the Country ... I think we are well beyond
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Eisenhower's and Truman's warnings, well beyond unconstitutional; it may be up to the
students, and those who join them, to bring us back, if that can even be accomplished.
My duty as an American is to uphold and fight for Our Constitution, nothing less. Anything less,
by any other American, is at a minimum, unethical, or as documented here, horridly illegal. No
one is above or beneath the law, here in Our Constitutional Republic, Of, By, and For The
People. Some don’t seem to accept these important principles we are mandated to live by. We
must make sure that those people are well aware of AMERICA’S founding principles, not what
they think they are entitled to do -- as they serve time for their crimes. In Judaism we call such
horror by Jews a shande, a sin, shame, and disgrace. As both an American and Jew, the fact that
these are people who society permitted and trained to be leaders and representatives, is all the
more disgraceful.
The disgust and abuse of the recently deceased Jeffrey Epstein’s horrid crimes pale in
comparison to what I have reported, and these perpetrators must answer for their acts. As
much as UM, Flamm, and Markley apparently believe that Jews should act in a monolithic
fashion, and those who dare do otherwise -- complain, or differ with them, as they perceive it,
are punished, as I have been – this attempted creation of a Jewish monolith is illegal, and
indeed detrimental to society and Jewish culture. Israel is a Jewish state, perhaps that is a
better option for them. America is for all people. I know UM scares plenty of people, and/or
entices them financially and otherwise … and some just can’t leave work there with children in
paid school (there), or for other reasons. Recall my descriptions of the doctors and others
above, those who wouldn’t join UM, and those who acted highly unethically, even illegally,
contrary to their oaths, in their collusion with UM/State/MDC/FBI, regarding my fake scans,
labs, etc. UM has wonderful employees, however, in terms of my complaints, it is a disgrace to
Jews and humanity. We know there are good, decent, and ethical Jews who find this aspect of
UM, and all radical Jews in this vein, despicable, and antithetical to all that Judaism, America,
and humanity should stand for. No one is above the law, nor beneath it, and anyone and
everyone should be held accountable, especially for such outrageous deeds as I outline here.
Thank you, and please let me know your thoughts on my requested availability of student
outreach across the Country via FIU, for any and all matters. Social media can be biased, and
will censor views they don’t agree with. So, something truly free and open for valid concerns,
‘across the board’, should be available. In regards to my documentation here, I am concerned
for America; whatever is allowing these unconstitutional horrors to continue, must be halted
forever, and due process and justice meted. I wanted you to know what types of things have
gone on related to my time with FIU. Some of these concerns are matters for law enforcement
and overseeing authorities. I update them with any new information. Not sure why no
investigation and arrests have occurred… My website notes some of these reportings.

Judith Futerfas
786-585-4769
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